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Abstract—Two typical radial-junction structures, Si nanopillars
(SiNP) and nanoholes, were modeled and compared for solar cell
applications. From the physical model using the transport equa-
tions, the output performances, e.g., short-circuit current density,
open-circuit voltage, energy conversion efficiency, fill factor, etc.,
were simulated. A maximum efficiency of 21.0% was predicted
for Si nanoholes, demonstrating a superior performance of the
radial-junction structure compared to SiNPs (14.6%). Also, the
dependence of the conversion efficiency on various structural pa-
rameters, e.g., substrate thickness, height, feature radius, junction
depth, emitter doping concentration, as well as front and back
surface recombination velocities, etc., was investigated, providing
a design principle for high-efficiency radial-junction solar cells.

Index Terms—Radial junction, Si nanohole (SiNH), Si nanopil-
lar (SiNP), solar cells.

I. INTRODUCTION

PHOTOVOLTAIC (PV) solar energy conversion is con-
sidered as a promising approach to achieving green and

renewable energy. New PV systems which incorporate opti-
cally active nanostructures can offer substantial potential for
maximizing the efficiency-cost ratio against traditional fossil
fuels [1], [2]. Compared to the conventional planar junction
for solar cell applications, radial-junction Si nanostructures,
e.g., Si nanowires (SiNWs) [1], [3], Si nanopillars (SiNPs)
[4]–[6], Si nanorods [7], etc., have shown their outstanding
optical and electrical advantages, such as the following: 1) large
junction area due to their 3-D structure; 2) low reflection due to
the density-graded surface [8]; 3) high absorption due to the
strong diffraction and scattering on the nanostructure surface
[9]; 4) long distance in the incident (vertical) direction for
optimal light absorption and short distance in the orthogonal
(horizontal) direction for effective minority-carrier collection
[7], [10]; 5) cost-efficient mass production due to the use of
Si raw materials [4], [5]; etc. More recently, Si nanoholes
(SiNHs) have been theoretically and experimentally reported
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to have a lower mass requirement and a superior efficiency
of performance compared to SiNW, planar Si, and pyramid-
textured Si solar cells [2], [11], [12], demonstrating that this is
a new alternative structure with great potential for cost-efficient
PV applications. Although experimental methods to fabricate
PV nanostructures are developing rapidly, much less attention
has been given to the development of device physics principles
that govern the operation of nanostructured solar cells [7].
A physical model for the radial-junction structure is highly
required for optoelectronic characterization and structural
optimization.

In this paper, a computational model was proposed for the
characterization of SiNP and SiNH, which are two typical
radial-junction structures with opposite geometry. The feature
size and volume filling ratio of both SiNP and SiNH were fixed
as identical, in order to provide equal optical properties, e.g.,
effective refractive index and surface reflectance, for compar-
ative analysis. The simulation starts by solving the transport
equations with relative boundary conditions to obtain the output
performance characteristics, e.g., short-circuit current density,
open-circuit voltage, energy conversion efficiency, fill factor
(FF), etc. Efficiencies of 14.6% and 21.0% were predicted for
SiNP and SiNH, respectively, where the better optoelectronic
performance of SiNH compared to SiNP was interpreted to be
due to the enhanced contribution of photocurrent generation
from the p-type quasi-neutral region. Finally, the dependence
of the conversion efficiency on various structural parameters,
e.g., substrate thickness, height, feature radius, junction depth,
emitter doping concentration, as well as front and back surface
recombination velocities (SRVs), etc., was investigated for
both SiNP and SiNH, providing a design principle for high-
efficiency radial-junction PV devices.

II. MODELING AND SIMULATION

Fig. 1 shows the modeling of single-radial-junction SiNP and
SiNH units, for which the diameter (d), height (H), substrate
thickness (t), unit diameter (D), junction depth (xn − x′

n),
and base and emitter doping concentrations (NA and ND) are
set to be identical for comparison. In order to compare the
optoelectronic performance, an effective refractive index (neff)
is used to represent and calibrate their optical properties [4].
The effective refractive index neff is defined as nSi − (nSi −
nair)d

2/D2 and nair + (nSi − nair)d
2/D2 for SiNP and SiNH,

respectively, where nSi and nair are the wavelength-dependent
refractive indices of Si and air, respectively. At the wavelength
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Fig. 1. Schematic of single-radial-junction SiNP and SiNH units and their corresponding energy band diagrams. The structure consists of both planar and radial
p-n junctions as well as the front and back electrodes. The p-QNR (xp < x < x′

p), n-QNR (x′
n < x < xn), and depletion region (xn < x < xp) of the radial

junction with front and back surface recombinations at Si–metal interfaces for both SiNP and SiNH structures are illustrated in the energy band diagrams (as
denoted by the dash line in the top-view schematics). Here, q, Vapp, EFn, and EFp are the electronic charge, applied voltage (forward biased), and quasi-Fermi-
level energies for the electrons and holes, respectively.

of 550 nm, the variation of neff as a function of the d/D ratio
is shown in Fig. 2(a). As the d/D ratio increases, the volume
proportions of Si and air in the unit are increased for SiNP and
SiNH, respectively, resulting in an increase of neff for SiNP
and a decrease of neff for SiNH. When the d/D ratio is equal to
1/
√

2, both SiNP and SiNH have an identical volume filling
ratio [12] of 0.5, a steplike density-graded surface with an
intermediate refractive index (neff of 2.539 at the wavelength
of 550 nm) between Si and air, as shown in Fig. 2(b). In this
case, the surface optical properties of SiNP and SiNH, e.g.,
neff and the surface reflectance as functions of the wavelength,
are obtained [13] and compared to those of the flat surface of
Si, as shown in Fig. 2(c) and (d). Both SiNP and SiNH have
identical optical properties for comparative characterizations,
and a suppressed surface reflectance induced by the density-
graded structure is observed clearly.

Since the planar junctions in both SiNP and SiNH structures
are identical, only the radial junctions are discussed in this
work, and their energy band diagrams are shown in Fig. 1. The
radial junction is divided into three regions for separate analy-
sis: the quasi-neutral region of the n-type layer (n-QNR) with a
width spanning the range between xn and x′

n, the quasi-neutral
region of the p-type layer (p-QNR) with the width between
xp and x′

p, and the depletion region with the width between
xn and xp. In order to examine the structural effects on the
carrier transport, here, we define the QNR as the region between
the depletion region and electrodes. Thereby, the holes photon
generated at the junction interface would transport horizontally

through the n-QNR and be collected by the front electrode,
whereas the electrons would transport vertically through the
p-QNR and be collected by the back electrode.

The computational simulation is based on the transport
equations which are solved by applying the corresponding
boundary conditions with both front and back SRVs [7], [14].
The transport equation for the minority carriers (electrons) in
p-QNR is

d2np

dx2
− np − np0

Dnτn
= − α

Dn
Γ exp [−α(x− xp)] (1)

where np and np0 are the nonequilibrium and equilibrium
electron densities in the p-layer, respectively. Dn and τn are
the diffusion coefficient and lifetime of the electron, respec-
tively. α and Γ are the absorption coefficient and photon
flux, respectively, as functions of the wavelength ranging from
400 to 1100 nm [14]. The relative boundary conditions for
(1) are

np =np0 exp

(
qVapp

kBT

)
at x = xp (2)

(np − np0)qSb = − qDn
dnp

dx
at x = x′

p (3)

where q is the electronic charge, Vapp is the applied voltage, kB
is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute temperature, and Sb

is the back SRV. A solution for np that includes contributions
from both diffusion and light generation of the minority carrier
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Fig. 2. (a) neff ’s of SiNP and SiNH as functions of the d/D ratio at the
wavelength of 550 nm. (b) Refractive index along the z-axis direction at the
wavelength of 550 nm, indicating a steplike density-graded surface with an
intermediate refractive index. (c) neff ’s of SiNP and SiNH with the d/D ratio
of 1

√
2 as functions of the wavelength compared to the flat surface of Si.

(d) Surface reflectances of SiNP and SiNH with the d/D ratio of 1
√

2 as
functions of the wavelength compared to the flat surface of Si.

is obtained. The effective current density in the p-QNR for the
entire radial junction is obtained as

Jp-QNR =
2πxp

∫H

0 jp-QNR(z) dz
1
4πD

2
(4)

where

jp-QNR(z) = −qDn
dnp

dx

∣∣∣∣
x=xp

(5)

is the H-dependent current density in the p-QNR obtained at
the depletion edge, x = xp.

The transport equation for the minority carriers (holes) in the
n-QNR is

d2pn
dx2

− pn − pn0
Dpτp

= − α

Dp
Γ exp [−α (x− x′

n)] (6)

where pn and pn0 are the nonequilibrium and equilibrium hole
densities in the n-layer, respectively. Dp and τp are the diffusion
coefficient and lifetime of the hole, respectively. The relative
boundary conditions for (6) are

pn = pn0 exp

(
qVapp

kBT

)
at x = xn (7)

(pn − pn0)qSf = − qDp
dpn
dx

at x = x′
n (8)

where Sf is the front SRV. A solution for pn that includes
contributions from both the diffusion and light generation of
the minority carrier is obtained. The effective current density in
the n-QNR for the entire radial junction is obtained as

Jn-QNR =
2πxn

∫H

0 jn-QNR(z) dz
1
4πD

2
(9)

where

jn-QNR(z) = qDp
dpn
dx

∣∣∣∣
x=xn

(10)

is the H-dependent current density in the n-QNR obtained at
the depletion edge, x = xn.

In the depletion region, the photocurrent is approximately
equal to the number of photons absorbed per second multiplied
by the electronic charge as [14]

Jdep =
2π

(
xp ± 1

2Wdep

) ∫H

0 jdep(z) dz
1
4πD

2
(11)

where

jdep(z) = qΓ {1− exp [−α(xp − xn)]} (12)

is the H-dependent current density in the depletion region. The
positive and negative signs are used for SiNP and SiNH, respec-
tively, according to their opposite geometries. Assuming that
the incident light is normal to the top surface, the photon flux
reduces exponentially while penetrating through Si [14], and
therefore, the H-dependent current densities, e.g., jp−QNR(z),
jn−QNR(z), and jdep(z), are decreased significantly from the
top to the bottom of the SiNP and SiNH structures, as shown in
Fig. 3(a). The effective current densities, e.g., Jp-QNR, Jn-QNR,
and Jdep, for both SiNP and SiNH are obtained via (4), (9), and
(11), as shown in Fig. 3(b). A drastic increase in the current
density, particularly in Jp-QNR, is observed in SiNH compared
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Fig. 3. (a) Variation of H-dependent short-circuit current density
(jp-QNR,SC, jn-QNR,SC, and jdep,SC) in the radial junction. (b) Effective
short-circuit current density (Jp-QNR,SC, Jn-QNR,SC, and Jdep,SC) in SiNP
and SiNH, obtained by integrating the H-dependent current density with the
corresponding areas.

to SiNP, owing to its relatively large junction area (Aj =
2π(d/2 + xn − x′

n)H). As the Aj increases by increasing the
height or reducing the periodicity of the SiNP, SiNH, etc.,
the photocurrent generation can be enhanced for the constant
collecting area (Ac = 0.25πD2), giving rise to the increase of
photocurrent density which may exceed the theoretical limit for
single-junction Si solar cells (43.6 mA/cm2) [15].

The total current for the complete radial junction (Jsum) is
defined as the sum of the currents from the p-QNR, n-QNR,
and depletion region as follows:

Jsum = Jp-QNR + Jn-QNR + Jdep. (13)

Each effective current density and Jsum as functions of
Vapp for both SiNP and SiNH are compared, as shown
in Fig. 4(a) and (b). The short-circuit Jp-QNR(Jp-QNR,SC),
Jn-QNR(Jn-QNR,SC), and Jdep(Jdep,SC) of SiNH are equal
to 27.6, 1.7, and 5.4 mA/cm2, respectively, which are higher
than those of SiNP (10.5, 1.4, and 4.5 mA/cm2). As a result,
the short-circuit Jsum(Jsum,SC) and the conversion efficiency
(η) of SiNH have the values of 34.6 mA/cm2 and 14.5%,
respectively, being about 2.0 and 1.8 times higher than those of
SiNP (16.9 mA/cm2 and 8.0%). By comparing to SiNP, it was
found that 96.6% of the increased Jsum (17.7 mA/cm2) in SiNH
is provided by Jp-QNR (17.1 mA/cm2), and this indicates a
drastically enhanced contribution of the p-QNR in photocurrent
generation. Furthermore, considering the additional contribu-
tion from the planar junction (η of 6.6%, FF of 81.2%) and per-
forming the optoelectronic characterizations for the entire unit,
total efficiencies of 14.6% and 21.0% are predicted for the SiNP
and SiNH units, respectively, as shown in Fig. 4(c) and (d).

Fig. 4. (a) and (b) Jsum (including Jp-QNR, Jn-QNR, and Jdep) and power
(P ) as functions of Vapp for the radial junction of SiNP and SiNH, indicating
an η value of 8.0% and an FF value of 83.8% for SiNP and an η value of
14.5% and an FF value of 73.9% for SiNH, respectively. (c) and (d) Jsum
(including Jp-QNR, Jn-QNR, and Jdep) and P as functions of Vapp for the
complete SiNP and SiNH, indicating an η value of 14.6% and an FF value of
82.8% for SiNP and an η value of 21.0% and an FF value of 75.6% for SiNH,
respectively. Here, d = 2 µm, H = 2 µm, t = 200 µm, D = 2.828 µm, xn −
x′
n = 0.1 µm, NA = 1016 cm−3, ND = 1020 cm−3, Sf = Sb = 104 cm/s,

and the surface reflectance is set at 30%.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Based on the computational modeling of the radial junction,
the dependence of η on various structural parameters, e.g., t, H ,
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Fig. 5. Dependence of η on (a) t, (b) H , and (c) d/2 for both SiNP and SiNH
solar cells.

d/2, xn − x′
n, ND, Sf , Sb, etc., are examined comprehensively,

providing a design principle for realizing high-efficiency radial-
junction SiNP and SiNH PV devices.

1) Substrate thickness (t). In the radial junction, only
Jp-QNR varies with t due to the t-dependent width of
p-QNR, which is defined as the region between the
depletion layer and the back electrode. As t increases,
from 2 (the thin-film devices) to 200 µm (the wafer-based
devices), Jp-QNR and, thereby, Jsum are increased due
to enhanced photon absorption in the extended p-QNR,
giving rise to an increase of η, as shown in Fig. 5(a).

2) Height (H). The increase of H relatively extends the p-
QNR and enhances the photon absorption in the incident
direction, resulting in an improved photocurrent genera-
tion, as shown in Fig. 5(b). However, η starts to saturate as
H > 2 µm since 81.9% of the photons are absorbed
within 2 µm in the exponential manner. Therefore,
∼2 µm is considered to be the optimized height for the
radial-junction structure.

3) Feature radius (d/2). The increase of d/2 enlarges Aj and
enhances the photocurrent generation for a single unit, but
it also reduces the unit density and, then, the total pho-

Fig. 6. Dependence of η on (a) xn − x′
n, (b) ND , and (c) Sf and Sb for both

SiNP and SiNH solar cells.

tocurrent generation for a multiunit system. Therefore,
the D-dependent Ac is used to represent the effect of the
array periodicity. According to (4), (9), and (11), as d/2
increases for the constant d/D ratio of 1

√
2, the increase

of D-dependent Ac is faster than that of d-dependent Aj ,
resulting in a degraded photocurrent generation, as shown
in Fig. 5(c).

4) Junction depth (xn − x′
n). xn − x′

n directly affects the
width of n-QNR and Aj . As it increases from 0.02 to
0.3 µm for SiNP, Aj shrinks significantly from 12.31 to
8.80 µm2, resulting in a reduction of photocurrent gener-
ation, as shown in Fig. 6(a). However, as it increases for
SiNH, Aj is extended from 12.82 to 16.34 µm2, giving
rise to an enhanced photocurrent generation. Meanwhile,
Jn-QNR is increased with increasing xn − x′

n since more
photons can be absorbed in the extended n-QNR, al-
though the extension of the n-QNR degrades the carrier
collection due to the increased transport distance [5].

5) Emitter doping concentration (ND). The surface texture
inevitably enhances the front surface recombination due
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF OPTOELECTRONIC PERFORMANCE AMONG RADIAL-JUNCTION SINP AND SINH AND THE OTHER TYPES OF

SURFACE TEXTURED SOLAR CELLS. 1THOSE RESULTS WERE OBTAINED VIA THE EXPERIMENTS IN WHICH VARIOUS TECHNIQUES,
E.G., ANTIREFLECTION COATING, BURIED TOP CONTACT, ETC., WERE ALSO INCLUDED

to the enlarged surface area and consequently induces a
degradation of η. Increasing ND is one solution for sup-
pressing the surface recombination due to the reduction
of the minority-carrier concentration [4], [5]. However,
the carrier collection is also reduced for high ND due
to the degradation of carrier mobility (µp), lifetime (τp),
diffusion coefficient (Dp), length (Lp), etc. [16]. These
parameters and ND synthetically affect the complete
optoelectronic performance of SiNP and SiNH solar cells.
As a result of the tradeoff between these two competing
mechanisms, the maximum efficiency is obtained when
ND is equal to ∼1018 and ∼1020 cm−3 for SiNP and
SiNH, respectively, as shown in Fig. 6(b).

6) SRV. The dependence of η on both Sf and Sb is analyzed
by examining a wide range of SRV from 102 to 106 cm/s,
as shown in Fig. 6(c). It is found that the drastic degrada-
tion of η in a radial-junction structure occurs at high Sf

(over 104 cm/s) or low Sb (below 104 cm/s). This can be
interpreted as being the result of the different contribu-
tions of the p-QNR and n-QNR to the photocurrent gen-
eration. For example, Jn-QNR, which is affected by Sf ,
contributes only a small proportion of Jsum (see Fig. 3)
due to its relatively low minority-carrier concentration, so
its influence on η is not obvious in the low Sf range but
appears in the high Sf range where the reduction of the
current generation is no longer negligible. As a compari-
son, Jp-QNR, which is affected by Sb, contributes greatly
to the complete photocurrent generation (see Fig. 3) due
to its relatively high minority-carrier concentration. A
small increase of Sb would induce a drastic reduction of
Jp-QNR, resulting in the degradation of Jsum and η.

In summary, the optoelectronic performances of the radial-
junction SiNP and SiNH solar cells are compared to the other
types of surface textured devices, such as the planar cell [7],
pyramidal cell [17], [18], Si nanocone [4], SiNW [4], [7], [19],
etc., as listed in Table I.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the physical modeling of both radial-junction
SiNP and SiNH has been performed, and their optoelectronic
properties have been comparatively investigated. Efficiencies
of 14.6% and 21.0% have been predicted for SiNP and SiNH,
respectively, indicating the superior performance of the radial-

junction SiNH surface textures. The dependence of the effi-
ciency on various structural parameters has been investigated,
providing a guideline for the design and optimization of high-
efficiency PV devices.
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